Automatic CIN grades prediction of sequential cervigram image using LSTM with multistate CNN features.
Cervical cancer ranks as the second most common cancer in women worldwide. In clinical practice, colposcopy is an indispensable part of screening for cervical intraepithelial neoplasia (CIN) grades and cervical cancer but exhibits high misdiagnosis rate. Existing computer-assisted algorithms for analyzing cervigram images have neglected that colposcopy is a sequential and multistate process, which is unsuitable for clinical applications. In this work, we construct a cervigram-based recurrent convolutional neural network (C-RCNN) to classify different CIN grades and cervical cancer. Convolutional neural networks (CNN) are leveraged to extract spatial features. We develop a sequence-encoding module to encode discriminative temporal features and a multistate-aware convolutional layer to integrate features from different states of cervigram images. To train and evaluate the performance of C-RCNN, we leveraged a dataset of 4,753 real cervigrams and obtained 96.13% test accuracy with a specificity and sensitivity of 98.22% and 95.09%, respectively. Areas under each receiver operating characteristic curves (AUC) are above 0.94, proving that visual representations and sequential dynamics can be jointly and effectively optimized in the training phase. Comparative analysis demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed C-RCNN against competing methods, showing significant improvement over only focusing on a single frame. This architecture can be extended to other applications in medical image analysis.